**Introduction:** Mr. Sachin Joshi, an educationist

Sachin Joshi is a renowned educationist, well known for his innovation in the field of education. He is very popular amongst students and parents for his seminars and workshops. Through his workshop he has guided more than 4 lakh students and 2.5 lakh parents. He has a special contribution for spreading literacy in under privileged children.

Sachin Sir believes that children can perform well only when they are self confident. They can then be easily motivated & inspired to reach their goal. He is a staunch believer of the thought that “There is bright child in every child.”

Sheer strength of character, discipline, strength of mind, willingness to strive for education, enthusiastic nature defines Mr. Sachin Joshi.

A Director par Excellence, A man who is exemplary of the proverb “Actions speak louder than words” &“A man who is humble is worth a jewel in the diadem”

Sachin Joshi is a Student, parent awareness program orator, Founder of Espalier, pre-school & The Experimental School, Concept Director of “Education on Wheels”, author of “MaitreeAbhyasachi”


By observing his splendid work & commendable achievement, great personalities like, the president PrathibhataiPatil, MageeshPadgaavkar, BhishmaraajBaam Sir, Ramesh Panse Sir and many renowned personalities of various fields have showered their blessings, motivated & awarded him for his noble & benevolent work.

**Mr. Sachin Joshi has implemented 7-8 experiments in the field of education for which he has been recognized by Limca Book Of Records as the “Youngest Educationist”**.
Below mentioned are the Concepts established and carry forward by Mr. Sachin Joshi:

Espalier Per- School

Espalier aims to give every child very best with background, perception, knowledge, & personal experience. Mr. Sachin Joshi believes in the concept learning by doing touch, explore learn & enjoy. A child needs to learn in this manner.

Espalier, the Pre-Experimental School is based on the Gandhi-Montessori principles of education. Sachin Joshi laid the foundation of the school on the principles of Gandhi known as ‘NayiTalim’ and also studied all the renowned Neuropsychologists of the world with the help of this he developed the Brain Based Education System. The full syllabus of this school promotes the teaching of life skills through first hand experiences. The students get this experience by milking the cows, farming, and sculpture. The management and staff work tirelessly to increase the learners EQ rather than IQ.

He has founded Espalier Pre-School on the following principles:- Physical growth, Intellectual development, Self- Independence, Creativity & Imagination power, Socializing Skills.

Many well-known dignitaries visited Espalier Pre-School and have motivated him for his splendid work & commendable achievements.

The Brands Academy has awarded & given national level accreditation as the “Most Innovative Per-School” by the hands of Mr. ShashiTharoor.
The Experimental School:

Espalier is a French word which means frame of structure. Espalier is horticulture & an ancient agricultural practice or techniques in which branches of plants and shrubs are trained to make them look more beautiful. We believe every child is a seed. Each child possesses unique characteristics, nature and capacity. Thus education in Espalier is the structure which is used for students to train as per their capacity, nature not only to adorn their personality but also to enrich their skills to be competent & dexterous.

The Education is Brain based education, which has been suggested by renowned psychologist long back, Sachin Sir has implemented this system in a very experimental way. Musical syllabus, Practical experimentation, observation are the examples of few innovative steps.

Sachin Sir, respects the dignity of the child that implies respecting the child’s curiosity, hence he adopted Einstein’s quote “The important thing is not to stop questioning” as motto of Espalier.

This is a psychology based school to meet the child’s needs and provide him with a scientific atmosphere.

Well designed language lab, computer lab, AV room etc.

Recording studio, pottery lab, farming plot, E-Learning programmers.

Specially designed program:

PalakShala, learning through music, child psychology centered school.
Kidswizz Toy Library

A very special toy library exclusively for children. Kidswizz is the collection of vast educational & entertainment toys.

Middle class population cannot afford all types of educational and entertainment toys. Hence, taking into account this condition Mr. Sachin Joshi founded the first toy library. Members can take the variety of toys home & when bored, exchange it with new toy from library.

The aim was to let the kids hire unlimited toys and enjoy the freedom to buy them at a reasonable price. Also to develop women entrepreneurs by providing franchise.

All over Maharashtra Kidswizz has 14 branches.
Education on Wheels:

Swami Vivekananda said “If a poor boy cannot come to education, education must go to him.”

Deeply inspired from this thought, Sachin sir, founded “THE FIRST MOBILE EDUCATION SCHOOL”

For the children deprived form basic primary education.

Purpose behind the origination

1) The main motive behind the foundation of this unique creation is to literate the children who are deprived of education, dwelling in slum areas or the wards of construction labors.

2) Whenever these children are exist the kind teachers & social activists are there to make them literate.

3) The team gather these children of slum & the child labors & conduct the class inside the bus for 2 hrs minimum & them the bus leads to its next destination

Objective of Education on Wheels

1) Our main aim is to literate the children who are deprived of education living below poverty line in slum areas.

2) To confer the education at the doorstep of deprived children.

3) To raise the literacy ratio of India.

4) To introduce modern & informal education to deprived children

5) To introduce modern study aids, materials to the children going corporation schools.
6) To minimize the drop out ratio among the students going corporation schools.

7) To provide primary education at every home & make Nashikites literate.

8) To confer values & morels among slum children.

Operational Methodology (How Education on wheels work?)

1) Not only we raise the literacy ratio but striving to maintain it.

2) By Education on Wheels, we literate these children through non formal education method.

3) Our endeavourer is to motivate these children to attend school.

4) Through educational counseling our efforts are to solve there academic problems at there door step.

5) We emphasize to cover the portion of Math’s, Science & English subjects.

6) To show & explore the scientific experiment, we have a equipped laboratory in the bus.

7) Showing the sky by Telescope

8) Showing educational CDs by T.V & D.V.D in bus

9) Organizing development & recreational activities
Teacher/ Student/ Parent Awareness Program

Sachin Sir, was an average student during his school life, he studied through a traditional educational pattern... hence he had aim to change the system were children can explore, experiment and flourish with their talents.

For the above mentioned reasons he entered the field of Education with new concepts on mind.

He is has been inspired by Hon. Dr Abdul Kalam’s vision India as super power 20:20, Dr. Kalam said “ India can only be super power if we work & develop improve parents, teachers, Students.

He started the student awareness programs, with a strong will & determination to work for the development he has interacted & trained more than 4lac. Students, 2.5 lac parents all over the state at various levels.

Happy parenting, mother’s workshop’s, PalakShala, BababnchiKaryashala, Student counseling, Vidhyrthivikasaniabhyaspravinya are few examples where in everyone has given tremendous support.
Musical Concepts & books

Sachin sir has introduced an audio cassette which comprises of motivational songs, to inspire kids at time of exams were children are more stressed. To let them be relax and make their attitude exam friendly, he has implemented this techniques.

He has introduced musical syllabus at various standards.

MaitreeAbhyasachi, ‘A’Abhyasacha. A study planner ie.Abhyasdindarshika a well known creative art calendar and writings by him.

List of Awards at different levels:

Limca Book of Records awarded as the “Youngest Educationalist” and for implemented innovative concepts in the field of education.

Felicitated by Howard Gardner during his first visit to India.

Also felicitated by Amravati NagriSatkarPuraskar. SevaGavravPuraskar, Nashik is also another set of award.
Summary:

Mr. Sachin Joshi
Educationalist

A much authenticated “Limca Book Of Records” have taken a special note of his social contribution & innovation to spread literacy in underprivileged children and thus felicitated him with most prestigious “Limca Book Of Award” for his most unique concept of “Education on Wheel”.

- Mr. Sachin Joshi is the founder and Director of Kidswizz Toy Library - Maharashtra’s 1st educational toy library.
- Founder and director of Zenith Training Institute (training students, parents and teacher for learning skills).
- He is a student trainer, conducts seminars and workshops on ‘Study Skills’ for students. He has been a guide to more than 5 lakh students up till date.
- A parent trainer as well conducted seminars on “Happy Parenting” for parents. Been a guide to more than 2.5 lakh parents.
- He conducts teacher trainer workshop as well.
- He has also written a book “MaitreeAbhyasachi” “Friendship with study” of which more than 2 lakh copies have been sold. He has also written and published “Students Study Planner” which is introduced in India for the first time.
- He has made an Art calendar which gives kids a chance to their art and talent.
• He introduced the first audio cassette which comprises of motivational songs to motivate and inspire kids at the time of exams.
• He has been writing articles in various magazines Lokmat, Sakal newspapers for spreading education.
• He believes that children can perform well only when they are self confident children have to be motivated and inspired to reach their goal.
• Recently He has been awarded with the Brands Academy Excellence Award for “The Most Innovative Pre- School.

List of projects:
Education on wheels
Espalier Pre-School
Espalier Experimental School
Kidswizz
Teacher, parent, student awareness program
Musical concepts & creative article writing.
List of Awards at different levels:

- Limca Book of Records awarded as the “Youngest Educationalist” and for implemented innovative concept of the FIRST MOBILE EDUCATION SCHOOL (VAN) for the slum children to spread literacy.

- The Brands Academy has awarded as The Education Excellence Award for the MOST INNOVATIVE PRE-SCHOOL, by the hands of Mr. ShashiTharoor, former External Affairs Minister.

- Felicitated by Howard Gardner during his first visit to India.

- Felicitated by Amravati NagriSatkarPuraskar, by the hands of Mr. Shekhawat(S/o. President PrathibhataiPatil)

- SevaGavravPuraskar, Nashik is also another set of award.